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KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN  THIS REPORT WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT

This report provides market share data for communications 

service provider (CSP) spending on telecoms-specific automated 

assurance software systems and related services for 2019. It 

provides details of how the spending varied by delivery model, 

service type, vendor and region. The report also includes profiles 

of the leading vendors in the market.

It is based on several sources, including:

▪ interviews with CSPs and vendors worldwide

▪ Analysys Mason’s research conducted during the past year.
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About this report

▪ What was the overall size of the market (automated assurance software 

systems for the telecoms industry) and what drove this spending among 

CSPs?

▪ How did the spending vary across different sub-segments of automated 

assurance market?

▪ Who are the major vendors and what is their share of revenue in 

automated assurance systems market?

▪ What are the different drivers and growth rates of CSP spending on 

products and professional services?

▪ Vendor strategy teams that need to understand where growth is slowing 

and where it is increasing across different sub-segment categories.

▪ Product management teams responsible for feature functionality and 

geographical focus, and product marketing teams responsible for 

market share growth.

▪ Market intelligence teams at vendors that want to understand how their 

competitors compare with each other.

▪ CSPs that are planning digital transformation journeys and want to 

ensure that their current vendors are staying up to date.

GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE

▪ Worldwide

▪ Central and Eastern Europe

▪ Developed Asia–Pacific

▪ Emerging Asia–Pacific

▪ Latin America

▪ Middle East and North Africa

▪ North America

▪ Sub-Saharan Africa

▪ Western Europe

SUB-SEGMENT COVERAGE

▪ Probe systems

▪ Service management

▪ Intelligent performance and fault 

management (IPFM)

▪ Workforce automation
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The automated assurance market returned to growth (0.8%) in 

2019 after a period of market decline and realignment to support 

network virtualisation and software-defined networking. This 

growth was due to CSPs preparing for 5G standalone (SA) while 

they rolled out 5G New Radio (NR).

The service management products market grew by about 2.6%, 

driven by a continued focus on customer experience assurance 

for 4G and 5G services. Fixed-line operators extended their focus 

beyond broadband speeds to the quality of experience inside the 

home. The workforce automation segment grew by 5.8% overall 

due to a sustained demand for intelligent workflow automation 

using automated ticketing and for greater transparency of the 

resolution processes for customers. There were early signs that 

the decline in the probe systems market may start to flatten out 

(it declined by 6.2% for products in 2019) because vendors have 

transformed their products to software and containerised 

architecture with new licensing models. The intelligent 

performance and fault management (IPFM)1 market also showed 

positive signs of progress (–0.3% overall); CSPs upgraded to 

cloud-native and analytics-based architecture with an increased 

application of ML/AI technologies.

CSPs are increasingly considering adopting subscription-based 

licensing models for assurance systems in order to reduce TCO. 

The increase in the CSP demand for cloud-hosted deployments is 

also driving the adoption of SaaS-based licensing models. 

Figure 1: Key automated assurance market drivers in 2019 and 

their impact on each sub-segment
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The automated assurance market grew by 0.8% in 2019 after several years of 

decline

1 In this year’s report, we have merged the performance monitoring and fault management sub-segments into a single sub-

segment called intelligent performance and fault management (IPFM). We have also made some restatements to the 2018 

baseline numbers for some vendors; please see the footnote on slide 9 for more details.
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Anil Rao (Principal Analyst) is the lead analyst on network and service automation research that includes the Network Automation and 

Orchestration, Automated Assurance and Service Design and Orchestration research programmes, covering a broad range of topics on the 
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clients on a range of consulting engagements such as strategy assessment and advisory, market sizing, competitive analysis and market 
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Consulting

We deliver tangible benefits to clients across the telecoms 

industry: 

▪ communications and digital service providers, vendors, 

financial and strategic investors, private equity and 

infrastructure funds, governments, regulators, broadcasters 

and service and content providers

Our sector specialists understand the distinct local challenges 

facing clients, in addition to the wider effects of global forces.

We are future-focused and help clients understand the challenges 

and opportunities new technology brings.

Research

Our dedicated team of analysts track and forecast the different 

services accessed by consumers and enterprises.

We offer detailed insight into the software, infrastructure and 

technology delivering those services.

Clients benefit from regular and timely intelligence, and direct 

access to analysts.
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Analysys Mason’s consulting and research are uniquely positioned

Analysys Mason’s consulting services and research portfolio
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Research from Analysys Mason
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Consulting from Analysys Mason
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